The Chicago Manual of Style

The essential guide for writers, editors, proofreaders, indexers, copywriters, designers, and publishers, informing the editorial canon with sound, definitive advice.
“Chicago’ is the rule of reason made flesh. It is belief in sensible authority and reasonable application thereof . . . Everything is changing, but some truths remain steadfast, and they should be not merely online but at your fingertips.”
Washington Post

“This manual stands as an indispensable and thoughtfully constructed English language and style resource for those compelled, by enthusiasm or responsibility, to attend to the minutiae of written expression.”
Publishers Weekly

“CMOS offers sensible, clear advice on matters great and small for authors’ guidance—such as the treatment of names of ships and spaceships, use of the en dash, how to edit electronic manuscripts, and the ins and outs of documenting and citing works of many kinds.”
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